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Dec 3, 2013 University of Maine Faculty Forum: Signature and Emerging Programs
On Dec. 3, 2013, University of Maine Provost Jeffrey E. Hecker held the first of three Academic Affairs
Faculty Forums. The forums are designed as an opportunity for faculty to discuss and provide input on
various Academic Affairs initiatives arising from the Blue Sky Project. The Dec. 3rd forum focused on
"Signature and Emerging Programs".
TRANSCRIPT
00:04
hi good afternoon afternoon everyone and
00:09
that's our signal to quiet down there
00:11
Rick thank you thank you for coming I
00:17
appreciate you taking the time and
00:19
finding your way on the sloppy day down
00:21
to this corner of the campus participate
00:24
in what I hope will be a conversation
00:26
about it you know some important matters
00:29
that we're all we're all dealing with I
00:32
just wanted to take a minute to well
00:35
first I want to thank Harlan and faculty
00:37
senate executive committee for agreeing
00:41
to do this collaboratively the goal of
00:44
this this session we've got a couple
00:46
others plan is really to have a forum
00:50
for there to be opened discussion with a
00:53
faculty senate participating and of
00:55
course me or my office participating
00:58
talking about some some of the key
01:01
issues so why do we what I've got in
01:04
mind see is that would this ideal record
01:08
took we came up this name of academic

01:10
affairs back of the forums forum and I i
01:14
know i could say fora but it sounds
01:17
pretentious so I it doesn't put up
01:20
spellcheck it lets me get away with but
01:22
the idea is it's an opportunity to
01:24
discuss key issues in an open format and
01:29
of course this isn't the only format
01:30
obviously you know the important issues
01:33
are discussed by the faculty and faculty
01:35
meetings come up through their chairs to
01:38
Dean's etc there's important issues
01:41
discuss Faculty Senate both the formal
01:44
meetings and and the elected members
01:46
meetings but I I thought it would be
01:48
valuable to create a another format not
01:50
to do it very often but to periodically
01:53
have an open conversation with the
01:55
campus now a couple of things you'll
01:58
notice there's a man with a camera back
02:00
there and I have a microphone line we're
02:05
going to try something to make a
02:07
recording of this and so you should be
02:10
mindful that when you
02:12
that you are being recorded and that we
02:15
live in the world now that this could go
02:18
around the world literally very quickly
02:20

so we don't want to be featured on any
02:23
kind of youtube funniest academic
02:26
moments but but by my my attention to
02:29
this is that we've created the website
02:30
it's on the Provost website it's a link
02:33
to it I'll follow this meeting by
02:35
sending a note to all faculty with the
02:37
link and the ideas on that link you'll
02:41
come to a spot it will have some
02:43
background information i sent a couple
02:45
of things out with with the invitation
02:47
to this i said that we said it's memo
02:49
about signature emerging programs and i
02:51
sent a draft proposal that came out of
02:54
pathway one those would be posted on
02:57
this they are posted on this Web site
02:58
right now again assuming that the tape
03:03
remains pg-13 that'll get posted on the
03:06
on the website so people really you know
03:09
missed it and say wow what a great
03:10
opportunity they could watch it and then
03:13
on the website then there's an area for
03:15
input so you'll be can't I pin your
03:18
comments thoughts questions suggestions
03:20
so we can keep a conversation going and
03:23
those people who are unable to attend
03:24
today and have an interest would at

03:27
least have an opportunity to give some
03:29
input well we've scheduled three of
03:32
these for this academic year today and
03:35
today's focus is on this signature and
03:38
emerging programs we schedule one for
03:42
februari fourth and what I'd like to
03:44
talk about is retention and graduation
03:46
my my my thinking there is where we're
03:51
in my office in collaboration with the
03:55
college's going to focus some attention
03:58
on issues around retention and obviously
04:02
look at the goal of improving our
04:04
retention rate and improving our four
04:06
and six year graduation rates so what I
04:08
anticipate that that that event will be
04:10
I'll probably shared some data with you
04:12
about our retention graduation we're
04:17
collecting information now about things
04:18
that we're doing and then again we just
04:20
be an opportunity for there to be
04:21
conversation about what else we might do
04:23
as a campus and as particularly as a
04:26
faculty to improve retention and
04:30
graduation and then we have one
04:32
scheduled for April Fool's Day I didn't
04:35
put a topic yet see I one possibility is
04:39

that will follow up to this discussion
04:41
then assuming that we've made some
04:44
progress by then if not I'm sure
04:47
there'll be at least one other thing I
04:49
want to discuss or if these are browsing
04:51
failure will cancel it but at this point
04:54
that that's the plan will help something
04:57
let me fall on April first so for today
05:01
I want to start talking about the focus
05:04
is about this idea of identifying
05:07
programs that are signature programs for
05:10
the university or emerging new and
05:12
exciting programs for the University and
05:15
what I have in mind for for at least a
05:18
beginning format is that I have shown
05:21
you two of them so maybe eight more
05:23
slides I'm not going to talk very long
05:25
it's really my intention is to give you
05:30
background sort of talk about how we got
05:32
to today and then show you just a little
05:37
bit about my thinking about how move
05:39
forward in the future but I don't have a
05:40
well worked out plan of here's where I
05:43
see unfolding over the rest of this
05:46
semester so if you come to hear what the
05:49
plan is I'm sorry I don't have one the
05:52
idea that always to lay out sort of

05:55
here's some thinking that's gone into
05:57
this up until this point i will i'll ask
06:01
carl into after I kind of summarize my
06:05
view and things to you know share some
06:07
thoughts about about what about this
06:11
initiative yeah and then I'll talk to
06:14
you a little bit about what I see is
06:16
some challenges and issues that we face
06:18
as we try to deal with this and then
06:21
really what I'd like to have his
06:22
conversation questions comments
06:24
suggestions on process
06:29
on how do we move this process forward
06:31
in a meaningful way that's mostly what
06:33
I'm interested and then also thought
06:35
about what would be a good outcome on
06:36
this how do we know we'd succeeded in
06:39
this effort so this idea of identifying
06:46
signature programs at the University
06:48
actually been kicked around for a long
06:49
time at least I know my six years as
06:53
dean of the cause of arts and sciences I
06:55
would be asked two to three times a year
06:57
what are your signature programs and I
06:59
always had the same response tell me
07:01
what you mean by signature program and
07:02

important I give you an answer and and I
07:04
know you know that would go back well
07:06
the good ones or the strong ones and
07:08
ones that were unique and and the more
07:10
you talk about more difficult I found it
07:12
too to define so I always resisted
07:15
answering the question until we figured
07:17
out one well in the blue sky strategic
07:21
plan there's language about signature
07:24
programs and also this idea of emerging
07:27
areas of growth and and I think the
07:30
language that has a saw all interested
07:32
is that the ideas that will identify
07:34
areas that are signature and will invest
07:36
in those in those areas and and so
07:39
whenever there's discussion of
07:41
investment of course it brings a lot of
07:42
attention and the exercise it takes on
07:46
some some real meaning so that's where
07:49
that's an end and you I'm sure you've
07:51
all read carefully your blue sky
07:53
projects that's in there it's under
07:55
pathway one in fact the third bullet
07:58
point under pathway one in terms of
08:01
actions that the Provost will work with
08:04
the faculty 12 identify signature and
08:07
emerging areas for her priority funding

08:13
so well what's what's happened with that
08:16
well that was assigned to pathway one so
08:19
this emerged so of course the plan
08:20
emerged in the first year of President
08:23
Ferguson's the presidency please give me
08:26
last year the focus was on how do we
08:29
implement the many strategies
08:31
bluesky plan and the method was to
08:35
create these pathway teams and the
08:37
pathway teams focused on each pathway
08:39
team focused on the many strategies or
08:42
initiatives within their pathway and so
08:45
pathway one spent some amount of time
08:47
discussing this they also spent time on
08:50
other part other strategies and felling
08:53
the pathway one heading but it was their
08:58
assignment know what I saw is sort of a
09:02
important benchmark in that time period
09:05
is that midway last year the Faculty
09:08
Senate Executive Committee sent a memo
09:11
to the pathway one with some suggestions
09:15
about how campus might go about doing
09:18
this and expressing a willingness to
09:22
help now I sent as I sent you all or
09:28
connected to the email inviting you to
09:30
this that that memo so you didn't have
09:33

time you can look at it you did have
09:35
time you can see it's a pretty detailed
09:37
set of suggestions I'm going to
09:40
summarize what I thought were the key
09:42
things in there you know I know some
09:46
people here Carl in particular we're
09:49
involved in writing it others as well I
09:51
assume so you can you can get the
09:52
opportunity to correct me but here's
09:55
what I saw is the sum of the key things
09:58
that so in the memo there's a definition
10:02
offered for what our signature programs
10:05
that's helpful in a definition
10:09
distinguishing what would be called key
10:11
emerging growth areas another thing I
10:15
liked very much in the memo was that
10:17
there was this idea that we should be
10:20
looking also at foundational areas and
10:22
there was a brief definition offered of
10:25
what our foundational areas for any kind
10:27
of research university like
10:30
that's one of the areas that are core or
10:32
our foundational and so again I thought
10:36
that was an important piece another
10:41
feature of the what the set of
10:43
suggestions that came out the Faculty
10:45
Senate was this idea that all all

10:47
programs should have a shot that there
10:49
should be the process should be this
10:51
very open process of the entire
10:53
university community invited to send
10:56
forward ideas about their programs and
10:59
why they would meet these criteria this
11:01
definition of signature in our emerging
11:04
and there was the activity when I reread
11:11
it last week I was forgotten how
11:15
detailed was there's quite a detailed
11:16
proposal about 14 components that would
11:19
go into the proposal and listing things
11:25
from faculty citation references in dec
11:32
HH factors or whatever other citation
11:35
measurement you want to use to i think
11:37
enrollment stew where the graduates are
11:40
pretty detailed explanation then the
11:44
other piece was that there would be
11:47
created a signature strengths and
11:48
emerging growth area review panel that
11:51
would be faculty mostly from around
11:53
campus i think also some administrators
11:55
who would weigh out these proposals so
11:58
that memo went forward and again just to
12:01
be clear went from or from the Faculty
12:04
Senate exact to pathway one as a set of
12:07

suggestions about what might happen yeah
12:10
I was not a participant in the pathway
12:12
one meetings I can't give you any
12:15
first-hand account from that I know
12:16
there are some some people here at least
12:18
one I know was there maybe they can fill
12:22
us in but pathway one you know continue
12:27
to discuss this I assume and by the end
12:29
of the year had developed a draft
12:33
proposal for for identifying signature
12:38
initiatives on camp
12:40
and you probably aware there was a
12:44
leadership change in Provost office this
12:46
summer I got that memo sometime in
12:51
September that that proposals sometimes
12:53
in September and so while I sent that
12:56
out to is an attachment and you saw and
12:58
I want to be clear like that they're
13:00
there that was a proposal had some
13:01
specific dates or those that was a
13:05
proposal and it was draft so if you look
13:07
that the days careful you can see we
13:08
obviously didn't implement those because
13:10
they're about a third of them are passed
13:12
but but there were some specific ideas
13:14
again my reading of that what I saw as I
13:18
think important features of it is that

13:21
the proposal was for how do we identify
13:24
new obviously have quoted new
13:26
interdisciplinary areas of excellence
13:29
these initiatives are intended to
13:31
recognize and support new and developing
13:33
initiatives that will help shape the
13:35
university's future progress and growth
13:37
and then later the university will
13:39
invest in signature initiatives through
13:42
directing new funding into them so new
13:45
is a featureless now so where are we now
13:51
so now we're year three of our blue sky
13:56
planning us and so what's happened in
14:00
year three broadly in terms of the
14:02
implementing the blue sky strategic plan
14:05
is that the president has charged the
14:09
each vice president with being
14:11
responsible for certain number of those
14:14
strategies that were listed out in the
14:17
in the strategy plan and not all lined
14:19
up by pathways so under my list of
14:24
strategies I'm responsible for our
14:26
things that are in pathway one some in
14:28
pathway three and some pathway for in
14:32
the idea is that this is the way we we
14:38
integrate these these these strategies
14:41

and these initiatives into the into the
14:43
canvas that we look at either we
14:45
accomplish them and someone's
14:46
responsible for assuring that they're
14:47
accomplished or for some of them
14:50
we I see anyway as as ongoing actually I
14:55
would suggest that this is one that is
14:56
ongoing if we decide those certain areas
14:59
and signature program in the University
15:01
you know it's a it's would be in my
15:04
opinion a mistake to say that's
15:07
signature for all time immemorial and
15:09
but that you'd want to revisit this
15:11
periodically you certainly want to
15:13
revisit what's emerging right something
15:16
can't be emerging for for a decade or
15:18
suppose it could but that would be
15:20
automatic in my view the charge to the
15:25
to us is to build on what come out it
15:27
came out of the pathways and so for each
15:28
of these strategies that I'm responsible
15:31
for I've gotten gone back to the chairs
15:34
of the pathways and said hey what what
15:36
did you produce what's what work
15:37
products are there that's how I got the
15:39
information on the signature emerging
15:43
areas and the idea was that that while

15:47
the vice president would be responsible
15:49
he or she would not be doing this
15:52
independently that you look at at groups
15:54
that involved faculty and other key
15:56
administrators to to serve in an
15:59
advisory and maybe in some cases
16:01
implementing roles so with respect to
16:05
the moving forward the creation or
16:11
identification of signature emerging
16:13
programs I have formed what I would like
16:18
to conceive as the advisory group to
16:21
work with me on us to help me think
16:23
through how how we're going to move this
16:26
initiative and head so a lot of names on
16:30
category is important so I ill note that
16:33
I have the academic deans on there and
16:35
that means may not even know their
16:37
linguistic your honor
16:40
and I think that from my point of view
16:42
and maybe it's a bias point if you'll
16:44
give my last job but I think my point of
16:46
view it's very important for that the
16:48
deans every year have the challenging
16:52
task of figuring out what to do with
16:55
limited and to be frank not enough
16:58
resources right so every year the deans
17:01

are making difficult decisions and you
17:03
know in consultation with their faculty
17:04
and their leadership teams what about
17:07
where are we going to invest the funds
17:09
that we have and my view is that if we
17:12
don't have this group playing a central
17:14
role in thinking about where we're going
17:18
to invest we could be working at
17:20
cross-purposes or in different
17:21
directions as the Dean may say look I
17:23
did we're developing this is something
17:25
emerging in my college and we're not
17:27
going to invest in that and the thing
17:29
that is had that they're not going to
17:30
invest in some convinces another group
17:32
that it's a key area or an emerging
17:34
hearing so I think they had my they need
17:36
to have a voice in this vice president
17:40
for research obviously needs a voice and
17:44
these are bringing representation our
17:47
needs to represent the research arm of
17:51
the university Jana Waldron again she
17:57
probably won't attend many meetings but
17:58
but she's a key figure in terms of
18:00
helping is what we actually figure out
18:01
what we actually have to work with and
18:03
then I'd like to have some faculty

18:05
involve so Owen Smith and Todd Gabe were
18:08
on pathway one and when I asked Jake
18:12
Ward whether folks who worked on this
18:15
initiative in pathway one will be
18:17
willing to continue he claims at Todd
18:20
and
18:22
volunteered talking but commonly but
18:26
slightly waveya food and then I want to
18:28
add some additional people and I've
18:30
asked the Senate to to recommend a
18:33
couple of people and I I'd like to
18:35
reserve the right to name a couple other
18:38
people my goal being I want to make sure
18:40
that the campus is represented and
18:43
appropriately so we'll see what kind of
18:46
what the recommendations come from the
18:48
Senate and then we'll look at what else
18:51
Harlan just mentioned me that they've
18:52
been quite a few people have volunteered
18:55
so that's great I what I've suggested
18:57
the Senate put forward a couple names
18:59
they'll be on there and then if they
19:00
wouldn't mind sharing the other names
19:01
that gives me a nice pool of people who
19:03
I know are interesting that I could
19:06
potentially choose from so what you
19:12

might be thing is ok now he's going to
19:14
say what this committee is going to do
19:15
but but I don't know because I want to
19:17
have some input I want to have some
19:19
discussion about it and actually the
19:21
committee is obviously not met since it
19:22
hasn't been all named but I think there
19:25
are some important issues that i need to
19:30
consider and I when they work for Miss
19:32
advisory group they need to be
19:33
considered I think they should inform
19:35
the discussion the way we think about
19:37
moving this forward so let me start with
19:41
out what I've said remote is the most
19:42
positive one um so the university is
19:45
they actually in the process of thinking
19:47
about and brewing the preparation work
19:49
for our next sort of push fundraising
19:52
push you know we did the campaign main
19:54
that ended a year or two ago I guess
19:56
close two years now and we learned a lot
19:59
from from do
20:00
that campaign was the most successful in
20:02
the university's history it was
20:04
imperfect and we learned some things one
20:07
of the things I think we learned is that
20:08
we need to do more prep work so part of

20:10
what we want to do is to be able to be
20:12
clear when we develop the case statement
20:17
that we take out to work with potential
20:19
donors is what are the areas of the
20:20
university we want to do what investment
20:22
what are the things we see is our key
20:23
strengths what are the things that we
20:25
think define us that would excite people
20:28
who might want to give to university so
20:30
the timing of this work is good because
20:32
I think the timing can inform that
20:34
discussion is going to take place over
20:36
the course of this year I've already was
20:39
invited to a sort of an informal meeting
20:42
with folks and development and they they
20:46
we met at governors and over breakfast
20:48
okay what'd they had their pet so tell
20:50
us what the signature areas aren't you
20:51
is it love just like i said is I think
20:53
what you mean by there so but I said
20:56
we're working on this process and and
20:58
hopefully this process can inform what
21:00
they what they do so I think the timing
21:02
of it is good for that but my cautionary
21:04
note is that that's out there that
21:07
that's that's things go well three to
21:11

five years from now that funds come in
21:13
from the meaningful amounts of funds
21:15
come in from that so it would be a
21:17
mistake I think if we put a lot of
21:19
effort into designing things and say
21:23
well great you know this is what we're
21:25
going to do with with private giving
21:27
because it may or may not happen that's
21:28
my experience with it and to its slow to
21:32
happen even the things where you're
21:33
where you're succeeding they take time
21:37
so so on the one hand I think it's good
21:39
we're having this kind of conversation
21:40
and the timing is good it can inform
21:41
that on the other hand I don't think we
21:44
want to build a plan around the second
21:48
point I would make is it's a weighs
21:50
heavily on my mind is that you know
21:55
we're doing this we're thinking again
21:58
about where we want to invest but where
22:02
you know we're still faced significant
22:04
financial challenges at the university
22:06
right so we're not it we're not in an
22:09
area
22:10
where you know we won't be cutting the
22:12
budget for the next few years my
22:13
anticipations we will be coming the

22:15
budget over the next few years and we
22:18
have for 15 years straight I anticipate
22:22
that we will over the next couple of
22:26
years as well so again I just bring that
22:28
up to be mindful that I don't I don't
22:32
want one of the things I said to myself
22:35
as a chair and repeat as a Dean and
22:37
they'll repeat as the Provost is an
22:39
administrator you never want to ask
22:40
people to work hard on something and
22:42
nothing is going to come out of it right
22:44
you know that's that's not a good
22:46
administration and so I don't want to
22:49
throw ourselves into an effort with
22:51
without understanding so the lands that
22:54
that if we throw ourselves into an
22:57
effort to say that's really identify
22:59
what are these areas that are that are
23:01
exciting for new investment there's no
23:04
new investment we've not we've not spent
23:07
our time wisely so I'm going to be blunt
23:10
and say when I look at things I don't
23:12
see a lot of new money on the horizon
23:15
other than what I just said about
23:16
fundraising fundraising is all as you
23:21
know has all the caveats that I already
23:23

said but I don't you know I would fall
23:29
over if the if the legislature said they
23:32
let's increase the appropriation
23:33
significantly for the University of
23:35
Maine system I don't think that's going
23:37
to happen I think the best we could hope
23:39
for is some kind of increase associated
23:41
with inflation and I would be really
23:44
surprised if that happened we have a
23:46
very activist board of trustees who are
23:49
really keen on this no tuition race and
23:53
so I I hope that they'll allow us
23:57
eventually to raise tuition a little bit
23:59
but those I mean when you think about
24:01
the big picture of the university that's
24:03
90% roughly of our of our money is the
24:06
appropriation in the tuition and those
24:08
aren't going to grow anytime soon though
24:10
two ish will grow a little bit as our as
24:12
our enrollment growth right but ratos
24:16
not going to grow any dramatically so
24:18
not to be a downer but I'd like to be
24:20
realist I think you know we need to be
24:23
mindful of that that and again I'll
24:25
speaking frankly about what came out of
24:27
out of pathway one the draft proposal
24:31
was really great if we were sitting in a

24:34
situation where we said okay we're all
24:36
good and we've got this new money coming
24:38
in let's figure out what's the best way
24:39
to invest this new money I don't see
24:43
that coming up and one other factor and
24:47
again i just threw it up there is it's
24:49
also on my mind you know there if you
24:53
haven't heard there's a there's a
24:54
contract that may or may not be ratified
24:56
by the faculty and so that's going to
25:00
unfold in the next little while and part
25:02
of that if you've read your messages
25:05
from from gym is a retirement incentive
25:09
and I have no idea right have no idea
25:12
life I don't know whether it be
25:13
gratified I hope it will but I don't
25:15
know whether we're at like the contract
25:19
but then there's this big ? or who might
25:21
take advantage of this retirement
25:23
sentient and the timeline for it is I
25:27
mean to be frankly not ideal for this
25:29
kind of initiative right so as I think
25:31
I'm is it March 15 March versity for the
25:34
first one then there's another one next
25:35
October and so it's just it's just a
25:38
factor it's an unknown out there and
25:41

again I don't think I'm saying anything
25:43
to you all you don't know there's a lot
25:47
of our faculty who are eligible for that
25:49
incentive a lot and and again I have no
25:53
idea maybe none of them will take it or
25:55
maybe all or most likely somewhere
25:57
between but that is a factor again aside
26:00
the student is this unknown variable
26:02
that is out there so i thought i'd
26:05
mentioned it so I've that's i blabbed on
26:10
movement so what I'm hoping now is that
26:12
we can have a conversation I'll repeat
26:14
what i said earlier which I didn't
26:15
mention that Robin is here and she is
26:17
going to she is keeping notes and we'll
26:20
post sort of a summary for those who
26:22
don't want to watch the video
26:25
the summary of what we discussed here
26:27
and post or the PowerPoint so people
26:31
could look at that and there'll be
26:32
opportunity to to give further input I
26:36
will ask if you if you do decide to
26:38
speak if you would identify yourself so
26:40
that everyone else interested in any
26:43
kind of comments and suggestions are
26:45
welcome let me start total by asking
26:49
Harlan just to make comments on nothing

26:51
you'd like to come in on Cody I'm going
26:56
to take another perspective here okay
26:57
all right from from Jeff and why did we
27:05
do what we did with in the faculty
27:06
Center we came up with well we
27:11
established the foundation for a
27:13
rigorous proposal and you know a
27:17
rigorous process a rigorous proposal
27:20
process a rigorous review process and
27:25
why would we do that well as jeff says
27:28
even though there are no guarantees hear
27:31
about funding for designated programs
27:34
we've already seen in the literature
27:36
that if you're so designated you should
27:41
be in a favorite prison position for Mei
27:43
F funding a state of Maine bond funding
27:47
private fundraising as he's mentioned
27:49
here limited competition federal
27:52
proposals and as well as campus funds
27:55
for marketing as well as we've seen for
27:58
with some programs that have been kind
28:00
of designated as priority programs in
28:03
the past we've seen gains in new faculty
28:08
we've seen gains a new program space
28:10
we've seen new buildings come up for
28:12
some of these programs we say seen
28:14

substantial long-term ing funds that
28:17
have been transferred to these programs
28:19
to support graduate students and EHD
28:21
students and though this goes on there
28:24
have indeed been substantial funds that
28:27
have been redirected to these pro
28:29
in the past and so this is a concern for
28:34
the faculty and particularly the
28:37
processes and indeed these process the
28:41
payoff from being designated for one of
28:43
these programs seems to be far more
28:45
lucrative and have greater long-term
28:47
impact than any possible proposal that
28:50
you could probably submit to NSF for NIH
28:54
may have far greater benefits for you
28:58
and therefore our particular position
29:01
was well if we're going to do this then
29:02
we should have any proposal process that
29:07
should be at least as rigorous and at
29:10
least as comprehensive as and unfair as
29:15
those proposals that we submit to our
29:18
funding agencies so um what we did is as
29:24
a Jeff mentioned in architecting of the
29:27
proposal from the team of the Faculty
29:28
Senate indeed we laid out what a
29:30
signature strength program or signature
29:33
strengths area should be it's not

29:35
necessarily one academic program it
29:37
could be a multidisciplinary type of
29:38
drawing from several different programs
29:41
across campuses something that you want
29:43
to put forward to move forward so we
29:46
defined what it meant and then we went
29:48
down through that criteria item by item
29:50
by item to say them then what should be
29:53
the documentation then that you would
29:56
need to show that indeed you meet all
29:59
these particular criteria all right so
30:01
that when you look at the you know the
30:05
appendix that we had there yes it is
30:07
rather long documentation yes it is
30:09
rather arduous to respond to this but uh
30:14
just because it's arduous I mean if you
30:16
submit a proposal to NSF what you got to
30:18
maybe a 1 in 20 chance what a five
30:20
percent chance of getting funding does
30:22
that mean that you shouldn't do it no
30:24
you should do it and you should go after
30:26
that particular funding and you
30:28
do your best job because even if you
30:29
don't get the funding it helps you in
30:32
your own mind set forth what the vision
30:34
should be for your particular program
30:36

helps you work it out yes there is a you
30:39
know potential pot of gold and we
30:41
suggest that there might be a pot of
30:42
gold here maybe it's less than a five
30:44
percent chance again here but regardless
30:46
we think as faculty members that this
30:49
would be a worthwhile exercise to put
30:53
some actual time and effort into this
30:56
process so what we laid out then was
31:01
kind of a level of specificity and a
31:04
like level of rigor of review that very
31:08
similarly modeled after the types of
31:10
things that we see of the funding agency
31:13
so we were actually kind of taken aback
31:16
when we saw and again we didn't see it
31:19
until what the last week or so of what
31:21
actually came out of pathway one and at
31:26
least in my opinion I think it develops
31:30
the well promotes the development of
31:32
very short kind of bluster and fluff
31:34
proposals requiring a very little
31:38
documentation accountability lacking
31:41
complete credibility in terms of what we
31:44
would normally expect in a review
31:48
process right I mean proposing a
31:50
two-page concept paper on a general
31:53
feedback from the campus community and

31:55
then five page proposal which would be
31:57
focused on quote day a WOW factor to
32:01
impress the public that's not the
32:03
standard that we should be pursuing as
32:08
faculty members across the campus going
32:12
got lots of notes here on different
32:14
things um one thing Jeff mentioned was
32:20
this review panel we did with the
32:23
process we so we didn't only put down a
32:25
form that we think here are the kinds of
32:28
questions that
32:29
to answer in order to be credible in
32:32
showing that you are an emerging program
32:35
or that you are a strength program we
32:38
also put down a process for request for
32:42
proposals and we modeled that in essence
32:44
what we've seen that worked well at the
32:47
National Science Foundation we have some
32:48
researchers involved and said here
32:50
here's what works we need to do internal
32:52
review we need to do external review
32:54
here's a panel process here's a good
32:57
voting process that actually works
32:59
within a panel type of environment so we
33:02
actually come out with recommendations
33:03
our recommendation would be that a
33:06

review panel like this should be a
33:08
credible scholarly academic review panel
33:11
and it should be something distinct from
33:14
this advisory panel because if you're a
33:16
advisory panel yes there should be beans
33:19
on the advisory panel but if you're on a
33:21
review panel essentially you would have
33:24
to recuse yourself from anything that
33:27
you have a conflict of interest in and
33:30
there's all kinds of conflict of
33:32
interests for those type of processes so
33:36
we need a fair process we need a
33:39
transparent process we need a level
33:40
playing field for everybody on this
33:43
campus we think that effort that would
33:45
be going into this would be great people
33:48
put lots of time and effort into it but
33:50
now we've got stories on this campus and
33:53
even that in itself if we had you know
33:55
20 stories 30 good stories of what
33:58
people are really holding themselves up
34:01
to be as strength programs emerging
34:05
critical programs for the university
34:07
that in itself would be simply a
34:09
wonderful document in itself to tell our
34:12
variety of stories at this campus so I
34:14
probably taken more than my time but

34:16
that that was our perspective coming at
34:19
it from
34:20
faculty senators in making our
34:23
suggestions to the blue sky pathway
34:26
committee dee dee nipples education and
34:34
human development there seems to be
34:38
almost two ideas that one came out of
34:42
the pathway one their proposal which is
34:45
kind of signature initiatives and then
34:48
what comes out of Faculty Senate title
34:51
you know signature programs and I think
34:54
about it differently because lots of
34:59
institutions will go through program
35:01
prioritization I mean every department
35:03
should kind of engage in program
35:05
prioritization in some ways it sounds
35:08
like the program prioritization piece is
35:10
where the signature programs more like
35:13
that what are the programs within our
35:15
department that are high that we that we
35:19
that we rate high that they are
35:21
signature ideas or signature programs
35:24
that they have great potential there's
35:26
external demand for them there's
35:28
internal there's interdisciplinary
35:29
demand you can lay out you in the Senate
35:32

has laid out a lot of the criteria that
35:33
would be there when I go back to your
35:36
slide the one that was prior to that one
35:38
with your concerns Jeff you know it's a
35:40
limited funding so a lot of times when
35:43
you engage in program prioritization
35:45
there's multiple outcomes there's here
35:48
are the high priorities here are
35:50
priorities that are kind of in the
35:52
middle of the level for our department
35:54
and in here are low priorities that
35:56
really have seemed to maybe pass their
35:59
time that today they are taking the
36:01
resources that aren't really central to
36:04
the mission of our department central to
36:06
the mission of the college central to
36:08
the mission of the University so on and
36:10
so on but usually if you're going to
36:12
have identified high priority programs
36:15
there's a cost which are low priority
36:17
programs and you talk about how you're
36:20
going to where the funding is going to
36:22
go so you might have a high priority
36:25
program signature program but doesn't
36:28
require any additional funding but it is
36:30
a signature program within your
36:31
unit and it but its funding is fine but

36:35
you might have a high priority program
36:37
or an emerging program that needs an
36:39
influx of resources to get to its
36:41
potential and then you may have some
36:44
that are very low priorities within your
36:47
within your unit that do not need any
36:51
resources maybe they're taking up too
36:54
many resources right now and those
36:56
resources could be diverted to other
36:57
areas so I mean to me either what came
37:00
out of this conversation or two very
37:01
different things I mean seems like what
37:03
faculty Senate's proposing is more let's
37:05
identify the signature programs within
37:08
our units and and resource them
37:11
appropriately and then what came out of
37:14
path away one seems more like these
37:16
signature kind of ideas or initiatives
37:20
that like you know this that has nothing
37:22
to do with the program but more of a
37:24
research initiative or idea that's just
37:27
I just put that out there their thoughts
37:33
or questions or I would say I mean that
37:36
struck me too we were responding to the
37:38
blue sky plan and it talked about areas
37:42
okay it didn't talk about specific
37:44

programs but it could you could have an
37:46
area across different disciplinary
37:48
domains that we're going to highlight I
37:50
don't know it you know the Center for I
37:52
don't know citizen science or something
37:54
and which would engulf involve several
37:56
programs but indeed that would be a
38:00
priority for the future of this you know
38:03
signature program an emerging area that
38:06
we're going to when it comes to new
38:08
resources we're going to funnel those
38:09
into this particular program versus
38:12
initiative sounds like a project that's
38:14
like a project gifts abroad NSF it's
38:16
limited funding well that implies that
38:18
there's money there and something
38:20
available so I actually like what the
38:25
blue sky plan actually laid out as
38:26
opposed to
38:27
the pathway came out with which was a
38:30
different idea if you agree with
38:33
signature programs to begin with right
38:35
but it appears it's a priority it's a
38:37
priority of our Board of Trustees is
38:39
what it looks like across the University
38:41
of Maine system they don't want to eat
38:42
just us they would like to know this

38:44
from all the campuses what are the
38:46
things that we can promote what are the
38:48
things that we can hold out and so I
38:51
like the idea of being able to hand them
38:53
a document saying well here here's one
38:55
here's one here's one these are the we
38:58
went through a process we've got lots of
39:00
them but here are probably the highest
39:02
priority I I mean just for fun with you
39:05
I I also i got agreed some of the points
39:08
that DS made it what you laid out what
39:10
the Faculty Senate leadership laid out
39:11
was this very comprehensive you know
39:14
program prioritization process that you
39:18
know would potentially if every unit did
39:21
it but somehow I'm not sure how they get
39:22
scored but somehow there's a there's a
39:25
way for doing that let me take my a
39:29
couple of reservations about it and one
39:32
is what I'd said earlier but asking
39:34
people to do work and nothing's going to
39:35
come out of it you know there's there is
39:38
this thing that I'm putting myself into
39:41
my department chair when I was a
39:43
department chair why I would feel like I
39:45
was a lazy slob of a department chair if
39:47

I didn't get my troops together to put
39:49
together when these proposals you're not
39:50
doing good by your unit and so between
39:53
on how you count them I me there's 90
39:55
there's a year's an easy way to come
39:56
there's 90 undergraduate programs
39:58
there's 70 I think graduate programs you
40:01
know that potentially 100-150 ways that
40:04
you could slice up groups submitting
40:06
these there's a lot of work there's a
40:08
lot of university faculty resource time
40:10
put in again I understand your arduous
40:13
for good is so I'm not I'm not I don't
40:15
think I'm lazy weren't any but but it's
40:18
a concern that you're asking this broad
40:20
group people do it and for most of them
40:22
not much is going to come out of it and
40:25
then my other big reservation by is that
40:26
so even we decide to do it and again
40:28
these are only reservations is not
40:30
saying you know I'm totally against this
40:32
is so you do it so let's say we throw
40:36
ourselves into this
40:37
for this spring when do we do it again
40:40
so you know what what changes faculty
40:44
leave trends change is this something we
40:49
plan to do run a gnome let shortly it

40:52
seems like a lot of work to annually by
40:55
annually so that's a concern as well
40:58
said you know we throw ourselves in it
41:00
clearly it's not going to be for all
41:02
time i well as dean over six years i
41:08
watched i'll use an example of computer
41:11
science i watched an interest in
41:12
computer science go like this and the
41:14
interesting computer science go like
41:15
that over just that small six year
41:17
period and so so I worry a little bit
41:20
about that too I just worry about that
41:21
the time it takes for this campus to
41:24
throw itself into this and you know what
41:29
you know what are we going to do how
41:30
long is this this end product but again
41:33
it is a party if we want to say and part
41:35
of what I would like to have is this
41:36
program prioritization because i think
41:38
that is that is a great outcome from
41:40
this you know as I said every year we
41:43
have to deal with making difficult
41:44
decisions and often falls in the Dean
41:46
shoulders but it would be great to have
41:48
a prioritization that's very public so
41:50
everyone knows we're going to invest in
41:51

these areas and by default we're not
41:53
going to invest in these other areas oh
41:56
yeah
42:02
couple times 1 is this a reference to
42:17
yeah it was attached to the email I sent
42:19
you to invite you here it's also now
42:21
posted on the college it was not
42:27
attached to yours is there a test
42:28
everybody else we kept it off yours for
42:31
strategic reasons okay Oh links I'm
42:36
sorry maybe it wasn't test I'm sorry's
42:37
links yeah and it right now it's on the
42:41
Provost website if you go to academic
42:43
affairs faculty forum click it good
42:45
links are there yeah and that's mark
42:54
draft which is what came of the people
43:02
i'm sure most people here have either a
43:06
great idea or
43:10
that involved in and I guess I for
43:16
myself I wonder if there's some Cathy in
43:19
between us because I do appreciate
43:22
Jeff's comments about the workload and
43:26
written in kind of sub France and spent
43:29
two months and I've always thankful that
43:31
there's a hole in my excited for I have
43:33
faith in this month from those agencies
43:37
for the amount of work that we put in

43:39
and I understand that this value in the
43:42
process you know itself but when we're
43:45
talking about what a group of faculty
43:47
that are already for the most part
43:49
normal work to take on something that
43:53
our ability so most funding agencies do
43:56
have pre proposals now as part of the
43:59
process and so I'm wondering if there
44:01
might be some happy medium that we can
44:03
find between there that provides in the
44:07
process Prince what sort of just a
44:20
Prescott marketing at the honors college
44:22
it seems to be then perhaps in the
44:25
spirit of this happy medium the these
44:27
ideas of concept papers I guess the
44:30
question is what is the scale of rewards
44:33
that you get from doing these things if
44:35
you're talking about as we blessed
44:37
happening the mathy grants a few years
44:39
ago something like a fifty thousand
44:41
dollars over the influx to the whole
44:44
idea and then if that was successful
44:46
over two or three years then their
44:48
responsibility of that become a base
44:50
budget and so forth that seems like you
44:53
probably wouldn't want to go through
44:55

this gigantic sort of process that's NSF
44:58
level kind of review to to eat to start
45:02
that process anyway maybe you have a
45:03
following effect where you start with 20
45:06
without a 10 and so forth have some
45:08
scales of a review that would get you
45:11
down to the best ideas so I think that's
45:14
one notion that might be useful I think
45:16
that will also be more dynamic and more
45:19
more it'll be done repeatedly in review
45:22
so I guess the only other thing that I
45:25
would mention is that they the research
45:27
focus i think is very important but i
45:29
think they're also programs on campus
45:31
and as DM honors which is pretty much an
45:33
undergraduate program which has a strong
45:34
sort of undergraduate research focus but
45:36
we can't say that we are focused on one
45:39
particular area of some science or
45:42
something we sort of focus on everything
45:43
so is there a way that that programs
45:46
that might not fit the traditional in a
45:47
set for nih definitional research would
45:50
also could also qualify the signature
45:52
program to jummah clever for this in
45:55
astronomy we're trying to make this too
45:57
difficult Papa get together you want to

45:59
have one one solution is also a problem
46:01
this is not a program prioritization
46:03
issue i think that's simply don't look
46:05
at it I think you identify initiative
46:07
needs to be resolved in alien threats
46:08
all into it every program should not
46:10
feel obligated trying to become a
46:11
signature program and they should I be
46:13
clear that it's not something you have
46:14
to do avoid not doing your job maybe pre
46:17
proposals are the way to do it some
46:19
guides what really are signature like
46:21
programs that you can say we're gonna
46:23
work what we do but we're not signature
46:25
and then we do need to go through
46:27
open transparent so that honors just to
46:29
make their case everyone gets to make
46:31
their case now we're not blinded by new
46:34
and shiny the distance you're not bad
46:36
things these are initially good things
46:38
that each program make its own case
46:40
based on a rubric and some recently not
46:43
applicable and I think we can put in
46:44
other areas where you know someone did
46:46
not envision it that honors adds
46:48
something that was envisioned of that
46:50

and now we the best ideas come forward
46:52
good fail me I'm Naomi Jacob some
46:55
interim dean of the College of Liberal
46:57
Arts and Sciences and as such a
46:58
currently presided over an enterprise
47:00
that includes both programs that anyone
47:02
would recognize the signature program
47:04
and what I refer to as foundational
47:06
programs in the Faculty Senate document
47:08
I found that an oddity in that document
47:11
because it gives us sort of one
47:12
paragraph of lip service to the phone a
47:14
tional programs that are necessary to
47:16
the success of everything else that
47:18
happens and then there's nothing more
47:20
about that there is nothing really in
47:22
that document that is appropriate for a
47:25
program at once for instance to argue
47:28
for the restoration of resources that
47:30
would be necessary to strengthen their
47:32
foundational role within the university
47:34
maybe that's a completely separate
47:36
program for a process and so I think
47:38
that should be recognized but to try to
47:40
make the case for for instance the
47:43
calculus and math the pits enterprises
47:47
offering or struggling to offer right

47:48
now on the grounds of these criterias
47:50
doesn't fit let me respond to that one
47:54
of the questions was is how do you tie
47:56
to and support foundation of programs
47:59
that was one of the questions so if
48:02
you're an engineering and your
48:04
you're putting this in for a signature
48:07
strength program and one of the things
48:10
you really need is better math
48:13
instruction then that would then be part
48:15
of that particular proposal to actually
48:18
support that particular initiative that
48:22
signatures great theory we can't do this
48:24
without having improved math courses so
48:27
that actually was built into the Faculty
48:30
Senate proposal yes we it could have
48:32
been build stronger and by the way our
48:34
thing wasn't magical there are lots of
48:38
details that you could you know change
48:42
and alter in these particular instances
48:44
let me respond to that because I I
48:46
empathize very much with me and my own
48:51
view is that I think we need to be more
48:53
than that because what that says is
48:56
foundational programs are for
48:58
instructional purposes and how would
48:59

argue i'll use math as an example but
49:01
math is more than teaching a math if
49:03
we're going to have strong engineering
49:05
physics science research we need math
49:08
research and reading math scholars here
49:10
as well and yet it's going to be very
49:11
difficult for our department of
49:13
mathematics let me take one different
49:15
movie let me choose one randomly that i
49:17
like psychology i'm quite proud of our
49:19
psychology program i think it's great
49:21
we're going to say its signature what's
49:23
very hard you there's a lot of great
49:24
psychology programs in new england right
49:26
yeah where what it's in so you end up in
49:29
this sort of odd thing are we
49:31
foundational well guess we better go for
49:32
that but i do think there's some that
49:34
this idea a foundational needs also
49:37
further discussion because i would
49:38
really like that to be part of what
49:40
we're thinking about when we're thinking
49:42
about how do we prioritize resources now
49:44
we not only prioritize for a new and
49:46
emerging or even our signature strengths
49:48
without also balancing that against what
49:51
are foundational right

49:54
reporting from the business school but
49:57
you've described it to mrs. Harris okay
49:59
and talking about identifying signature
50:03
programs without the money but we
50:07
haven't talked better though d touched
50:08
on it are we talking about
50:10
redistributing resources I would say yes
50:14
I mean that's my take on Rick I'm inai I
50:16
don't know how else we can do it I can't
50:19
come up with other ways to do it I'd
50:20
love to and i love this committee also
50:24
be charged with identifying programs low
50:29
priority programs yeah that's a good
50:32
question that and I and you know what
50:33
I'd said earlier about the the committee
50:35
you know what I'd like to charge him
50:37
with is hey help us figure out you know
50:40
what's a good process that will serve
50:42
this university my goal would be what
50:44
would come out of this would be by the
50:46
end of this term so that next fall when
50:49
we're making difficult decisions about
50:50
faculty hires there's some direction you
50:54
there so we decided at University this
50:55
is going to be a strength area maybe
50:57
it's not a strength department but it's
50:58

a strength area and it requires
51:00
investment in these areas to get there
51:03
but I think really the reality is by
51:05
default if you're not there then you're
51:08
not going to get invested in because it
51:10
is as far as I can see it's a zero it's
51:12
a zero-sum game so that's really the
51:13
heart button and I haven't to be on so
51:15
by honest answers I haven't gotten that
51:17
far I mean people don't want to be on a
51:19
committee where you say hey by the way
51:21
tell us what programs to dump so I mean
51:26
but but i do think looking at signature
51:28
emerging and foundational and then
51:29
really it's going to be okay what do we
51:31
do with these other programs what do we
51:32
do if they're not things that are unique
51:34
to us are not central to a 21st century
51:37
research university what can we afford
51:40
what can we not afford I do think that's
51:42
going to have to be part of
51:43
conversation from my point of view max
51:46
max i can offer School of Computing and
51:50
information science Jeff I think it
51:53
would be good to separate actually
51:55
signature from emerging because I think
51:57
signature is something that needs to be

51:59
up and running of national or
52:01
international prominence and you would
52:03
not have that for emerging quite the
52:05
opposite it would not yet have the
52:06
strength but there's a pull factor that
52:09
it should come up to that level so
52:11
separate the two things and then the
52:13
second thing is I believe it would also
52:15
help a lot to have some ideas about how
52:18
many signature programs and how many
52:20
emerging programs one is thinking about
52:22
because if you say to then this will
52:25
immediately probably collapse the pool
52:27
and if it is 45 then it it may have a
52:31
much larger interest I think that's a
52:33
great point and that that may pay into
52:35
these concept paper idea if we can
52:36
identify and figure out okay what's
52:39
reasonable for us to think about here
52:41
and what is I think that's a great point
52:43
and then that gives them some context
52:45
for the campus to say all right let's
52:48
look at this realistic way Emmanuel
52:51
Emmanuel Ross marine science like
52:52
totally supportive we just do it but I
52:54
think we need to identify signature
52:56

program as you said for specific
52:58
purposes in my head you know great
53:01
programs that great service for the
53:03
stage where others and a great research
53:05
other than amazing teaching and for
53:08
those purposes they do they need to be
53:10
identified as well and I think if we
53:12
want this campus to to improve we need
53:15
to think rather than vulcanizing it into
53:18
small departments of our pockets of
53:20
excellence is to hire in between places
53:23
that are very good in phases that be
53:25
held in a week and you know through
53:28
hiring of people that that can do the
53:32
interdisciplinarity and help raise the
53:34
ones that meet the help and if we only
53:36
supports I mean I think the whole campus
53:38
would suffer if you start vulcanizing
53:41
when chewed and what's bad and only
53:44
invest symmetries works and I think we
53:45
can use the good ones to help raise the
53:47
whole campus or discolors where cultures
53:51
need to be changed think about it that's
53:53
a whole okay I'm just going back to the
54:04
conversation about program
54:06
prioritization I think it's I think
54:09
every college needs to engage in that I

54:11
I agree with what you were saying about
54:14
psychology I we've got a lot of
54:16
excellent programs I believe in the
54:20
college of education and human
54:21
development and and some of them I would
54:23
say our high priorities within the
54:25
college but I don't know that right now
54:27
i would say ne er signature programs
54:30
that are specifically unique there might
54:33
be a couple that are emerging there's
54:35
some emerging ideas time will tell if
54:37
they really are signature but they still
54:40
make rank as a high priority within the
54:42
college and there's some low priorities
54:44
I think within the college as well and
54:46
when we look at resources it's not just
54:49
about financial resources I mean time
54:51
and energy if you hear around the room I
54:53
don't have we don't have the time to
54:55
engage in this I don't have the energy
54:56
for this those are huge resources that
54:58
we oftentimes fail to recognize and we
55:02
place our energy in some of these areas
55:04
that are low priorities I mean we just
55:06
went through a department restructuring
55:08
and during that process you realize all
55:10

of these degrees and all these
55:13
certificates that are small little
55:15
college offers that are hugely resource
55:20
intensive in areas of time and energy
55:22
not to mention financial some of them
55:26
are replicate degrees and certificates
55:28
and I think that when you do program
55:30
prioritization you begin to look at ways
55:32
without losing faculty or cutting
55:35
programs really focusing on one of those
55:38
priorities within your college where did
55:40
you get where where can we eventually
55:42
become a signature and I really think
55:44
University wise you know if you said
55:47
what is it that's what is you when is
55:49
the University of Maine known for I
55:51
think those are when you start talking
55:53
about cigna
55:53
your programs and I don't think there's
55:55
40 of those I think there's maybe five
55:57
or two that are really what what
56:00
university of maine is known about and I
56:03
think there's very different
56:05
conversations that are happening I'm com
56:07
might from the College of Education
56:09
human development I do not ever expect
56:12
an influx of money so I figure if I'm

56:16
going to get the resources they're going
56:18
to be the resources i have before the
56:20
University takes them back and you know
56:22
I mean I'm just being sincere right so I
56:24
could suck so I do need you I do need to
56:28
think about where I'm going to place the
56:30
priorities with the resources that i
56:32
have is one of the things that I see
56:48
problem is that when you talk about
56:53
graduate programs the research mission
56:57
for you talking about the undergraduate
56:58
programs and those don't always match
57:02
and that's a real challenge for us as a
57:06
campus building how do we provide
57:09
opportunities for faculty that we want
57:12
to attract here that are areas that
57:15
they'll succeed and they're built
57:18
research programs and they all have
57:20
opportunities for graduate students at
57:24
the same time that we meet the needs of
57:26
our undergraduate teaching because I
57:28
think that's a that's a real difficulty
57:31
that we have here on campus we have some
57:33
tremendous you know what i would
57:35
consider signature programs in areas
57:37
that bring in a lot of extra dollars
57:39

they support internationally known
57:43
researchers and not always matched up
57:46
with where our student credit hours are
57:48
and and so I think as we build we have
57:51
to think about or as we cannot rebuild
57:54
they're not going on but as we shift we
57:57
have to think about how do we link those
57:59
two points I think that's a great point
58:01
Gilligan I hypothetically might say
58:04
pander to two people in the audience
58:05
here the climate change Institute is a
58:07
signature program with university mean
58:09
the honors college is a signature
58:10
program at the University of Maine what
58:12
measuring stick we're going to use that
58:14
makes a comparison between those
58:16
meaningful I have a hard time coming up
58:18
with a single yardstick that says yeah I
58:20
see how those two on these men on this
58:23
same set of measures emerged that way
58:31
let me get this question we come go
58:34
again well she actually Oh get my point
58:36
I was kind of guy who moved into
58:39
assessment across the university and
58:41
also credit transfer between Beijing and
58:44
I keep hearing this business about how
58:48
do we know we have good programs how do

58:50
we assess what's being done I mean I
58:52
know assess is a bad one but I mean how
58:55
do we know that we're doing what we want
58:58
to do and so when I read this proposal
59:00
this is a great proposal in terms of
59:02
assessing what you want to do but how
59:05
are we going to know that you're doing
59:06
it and you're doing it well and you're
59:08
generating a great product that's going
59:10
out and advertising for the University
59:12
of Maine I mean I feel would feel better
59:15
if there's whatever you want to call it
59:16
up whichever these types of programs if
59:20
you're talking about how do we know we
59:22
have what we want no time okay I can I
59:32
coming back to the zero-sum game
59:34
scenario there and a timeline that
59:36
people are talking about it a lot of
59:38
these measures that seems like the goal
59:40
here have things that are implementable
59:41
on time scales you know three to five
59:44
years without a real input of new
59:47
resources it's hard to really identify
59:49
this as a then some sort of scenario
59:52
where you're really going to make
59:53
certain programs grow markedly in a
59:55

short period new hires and things like
59:57
that all take a while it sounds to some
59:59
degree because it's a zero-sum scenario
60:01
that and it correct me if I'm wrong on
60:03
my pressure on but you're in some ways
60:05
it seems like asking for synergistic
60:06
programs are ways to restructure the
60:08
resources and strengths that you sort of
60:10
have in and around campus to some degree
60:12
to get momentum sooner than later out of
60:16
organizational structure that we have
60:17
here or change it in some way so in that
60:20
short frame I almost think it's less of
60:22
a devaluation of some programs and
60:24
I think of others and comes back around
60:25
the pit man you're the same again that
60:28
if you really think about in that sort
60:30
of framework of trying to build off
60:32
strengths that we have or restructuring
60:33
ways to get news drinks then hopefully
60:35
bringing more groups up but is that a
60:38
strategy for applying to the essence to
60:40
really try to apply of ways to
60:41
restructure we work with what we have
60:42
and necessarily targeted report I would
60:45
yes I would like to see it that way as
60:47
opposed to a competition where we we

60:49
separate things this is what you are is
60:50
what you have to be now you live and die
60:52
on that you know you're going to make it
60:54
or you're not going to I'd rather us to
60:55
figure out some way that's more flexible
60:57
we'd say well okay if I I don't know if
61:01
I you know create something that that's
61:03
a collaboration with the business school
61:05
and then that flows both boats does that
61:08
you know race might change with what
61:10
would we do in some way that serves the
61:13
University in service the students I
61:15
would like to see is to create some kind
61:16
of system that doesn't separate it
61:18
people out but actually promotes that
61:21
kind of thinking what brand not to
61:24
participate in the program how could it
61:26
come back and and bite you and then what
61:32
we're talking about it you know if we
61:34
want that we go through the faculty
61:36
sentence proposed process small
61:40
departments are going to have to invest
61:43
significant resources to compete in in
61:47
this kind of arena and that's going to
61:49
come at other huge cost and if one
61:52
doesn't compute this arena with one of
61:55

the potential downside that's great
61:59
questions every such a great version how
62:00
did the answer but that is a great point
62:02
to bring to this committee to discuss do
62:04
we want to create something that you
62:05
lose if you don't compete or do we want
62:08
to create some of these days okay find
62:10
you're doing you're saying and you're
62:11
opting not to do this and that's okay so
62:14
that I don't get out under the answer
62:16
that be something to bring to this group
62:17
to talk about Linda so I'm Linda silca
62:22
from the bar go chase Smith Policy
62:24
Center in school of economics and I
62:27
haven't been here very long so this is
62:29
my fifth year and I struck by a lot of
62:32
the smartest people in the state of
62:34
Manor in this room and that this is as
62:38
much of a struggle as this is there
62:40
really is a lot of interesting
62:41
opportunity for innovation that we could
62:43
think about you know if we use the
62:45
talent here and so thinking about how to
62:48
do that is is interesting at the last
62:52
campus I was at and I'm old I've been in
62:54
academia for 30-some years my very first
62:58
year we all got pink slips because they

63:01
were going to cut things and every year
63:03
that cut things so I think it's it we
63:07
need to recognize that's what we're in
63:08
and hired it but maybe we have some
63:10
opportunities here to do something it's
63:12
really pretty interesting even at a time
63:15
a real risk and cut taxes so if we think
63:20
about what we could do we could
63:22
potentially do some interesting things
63:28
school Food and Agriculture an
63:31
interesting example of what I think
63:34
we're trying possibly to do here the key
63:38
word that I thought was interesting in
63:39
this proposal is interdisciplinary and
63:41
so Dan you know me if everybody's
63:44
linking and forming networks and that
63:46
those networks actually comprised that
63:48
the center of excellence or the you know
63:51
the signature program it has to do with
63:54
you know the capability of our students
63:57
to communicate for instance that then is
63:59
a program that extends across several
64:01
different colleges that that in itself
64:04
may turn into an outcome that everybody
64:07
can participate in I like what Emanuel
64:09
said about you know different groups
64:11

increasing the capacity of other groups
64:14
and maybe this is naive and I'm also a
64:16
newbie here so but nevertheless I think
64:20
that that could provide a key for
64:21
everybody to kind of win with this
64:24
process like I like to make a comment
64:28
develop part of the reason of moving
64:33
this initiative forward and doing it
64:36
till was witnessing bad examples of the
64:41
past where some group gets favoured
64:44
above and beyond other groups gets a new
64:46
building it's an extra hundred thousand
64:48
dollars why did that groove give it and
64:50
nobody else knew about it and nobody
64:53
else had an opportunity to even compete
64:55
in these type of environments why is one
65:00
group being held out as a group of
65:03
excellence when most of the criteria
65:07
that we normally use within the academic
65:09
or scholarly community don't seem to fit
65:12
that group at all so part of the point
65:15
here is that we shouldn't allow let's
65:21
say administrators to make arbitrary and
65:23
capricious decisions based upon
65:25
marketability of X Y or Z let's actually
65:29
make sure that we have documentation of
65:33
the credibility within each of the

65:35
program that they have a good that
65:39
they're accountable and we can measure
65:41
those things at the end so whatever the
65:44
mix is I mean I don't really care about
65:46
classifying as far as emerging this or
65:49
like the network the networking among
65:52
different particular programs
65:53
interdisciplinary great but the point is
65:57
that if we want to advance and raise
66:01
academic and scholarly excellence on
66:04
this community then we really do need to
66:06
meet the standards of academia selecting
66:10
whatever we do here and moving forward
66:12
let me make speak in favor of arbitrary
66:15
and capricious necessary
66:19
yeah what might seem arbitrary and
66:21
capricious you could change your
66:23
language and say this opportunistic and
66:24
innovative so you know yes each time you
66:27
make a decision we say okay throw it out
66:30
to the entire campus and let's have the
66:32
campus way in so I'll use a recent
66:34
example we just celebrated the opening
66:35
of this Stuart Commons renovation Brazil
66:39
the Wyatt family studio art center we
66:42
didn't have with the campus-wide
66:43

competition about what of all the things
66:46
we have on campus what needs teaching
66:49
space upgrade the most and let's all be
66:51
proud what we did was it took advantage
66:53
of an opportunity million dollar gift
66:54
from a donor a faculty member who took
66:57
the initiative and against what most
66:59
odds that people thought kind of empty I
67:01
grant and so then so then there's
67:04
leverage in the end the arbitrary and
67:06
capricious administrator says jeez I can
67:08
access that million dollars if I put
67:10
some money into that so I think you know
67:12
I think it's a little unfair to say that
67:16
the decisions are arbitrary capricious
67:18
said and really you know kind of wrong
67:21
or implies maybe a certain nefariousness
67:24
when it's really another way look as
67:26
it's being responsive as being nimble is
67:29
taking advantage of opportunities when
67:30
they when they present themselves to
67:32
advance the campus so again president of
67:36
the Faculty Senate I hear different
67:38
things you know as a representing a
67:42
particular constituency and this is
67:44
certainly what
67:46
it's not just a continuous bending my

67:48
ear right I assure you be too so give a
67:53
naive question following up on Emanuel
67:58
and Ellie and some of the others is this
68:01
is their opportunity here that the
68:04
Faculty Senate and the Advisory
68:06
Committee by having a variety of groups
68:10
give a proposal may be a pre-proposal
68:12
that they be able to see potential
68:16
synergies that individual groups that
68:19
are proposing themselves wouldn't even
68:22
see and so you'd actually be able to
68:25
then come back with you know what you
68:28
actually are kind of aligned with two or
68:30
three other groups that have put in
68:32
proposals so we don't need to balkanize
68:33
you and compete against each other but
68:35
this is an opportunity for you to
68:37
actually have a conversation and maybe
68:38
you can become an emerging area that's
68:40
interesting idea so it's a some kind of
68:43
iterative process you ask for something
68:44
you get something to give something back
68:46
and you ask with something again yeah
68:49
yes Steve Steve schaller director school
68:51
Forestry Service just a quick comment on
68:53
that that's often what's been done on
68:55

the EPSCoR programming you have to try
68:58
and get more cynically so that's good
69:02
model laughs but yeah other thoughts or
69:07
questions or comments well known friends
69:11
woman president assocd college natural
69:14
science of course major culture I'm not
69:16
sure what my comments if I just to see
69:18
what comes out of it I'm not sure where
69:20
I'm going to go with it for sure but I'm
69:22
struck and I because of my particular
69:26
position I'm often really pressured I've
69:29
research to talk about outcomes and
69:31
impacts and what I hear hear is a lot of
69:34
discussion about process some vague
69:37
notion of what the outcome
69:40
but not really clear it with the
69:42
targeted so without the target I think
69:45
it's really difficult for people to
69:47
write proposals you know with real
69:51
conviction without knowing without sort
69:54
of shooting through the haze of things
69:55
now there could be a lot of different
69:57
potential acceptable outcomes they could
70:01
be related to student recruitment they
70:03
could be related to increasing faculty
70:05
productivity or changing the culture or
70:08
increasing interdisciplinary or

70:10
increasing our disciplinary if that's a
70:13
process requirement may actually be
70:15
countered to potential outcomes that
70:19
people would should they be at the
70:20
graduate level you know I I see
70:25
references to helping the main workforce
70:28
helping the main economy to me it needs
70:32
to move to that level to a degree even
70:35
if it's a whole ray of potential
70:36
possible acceptable impacts that you
70:40
want these new programs to achieve I see
70:43
the vagueness to the whole discussion I
70:46
there and I think without getting
70:47
irritable I don't know where it's going
70:49
now I think it's a very good one that's
70:50
what that's always my struggle and say
70:52
well what's signature well you know what
70:55
do you my comment doesn't make earlier
70:57
was we have really good guidelines on
71:00
what's required in the proposal so like
71:02
if i was submitting for it and then I
71:04
said proposal the guidelines are always
71:07
the same it's the RFP that changes and
71:09
almost seems like we need a very
71:12
well-defined RFP and then we'll look at
71:14
it we we know the 15 criteria that what
71:17

you're looking for but we don't know to
71:19
what the program is it because I look at
71:21
great RFP succumb out all the time and
71:24
sometimes I submit all right I find
71:27
sometimes I don't but it doesn't matter
71:29
whether I why you're not it's always the
71:31
same forms they want a 15-page narrative
71:34
and they
71:34
you know the cv's and all that stuff but
71:36
yet it's it's the RFP that I look at and
71:40
see whether or not I want to apply so I
71:43
think that's got to be made the first
71:44
priority is to come up with what's the
71:48
riv Scott Johnson earth & climate
71:54
science as I I like that idea Todd it
71:57
brings back this concept the notion that
71:59
we should make sure that people if there
72:01
is an RFP then it's going to be pretty
72:03
specific statement it's not going to be
72:05
applicable campus-wide it's important
72:08
that our faculty don't leave this is
72:10
some kind of a you either win or lose
72:12
and the process being there are lots of
72:15
ways for units to show their value to
72:21
the University
72:24
nothing involved in every strategic
72:25
planning process and so long since I've

72:28
been here for 14 years and we survived
72:30
installing you to survive so the week
72:32
units the other thing I'd like to say
72:37
here is that each of us has mandated
72:39
every seven years to do an external
72:41
review and to nothing after positive or
72:44
negative typically as a result of those
72:47
unless they're really bad those I've
72:50
never known anything particular such as
72:52
you're going to fold it or we're going
72:55
to give you three faculty lines or
72:57
something I wonder if there's a
72:59
different way to put some teeth into the
73:04
process of thinning out the strong and
73:07
the not so strong at the University of
73:09
may but don't make this the process that
73:10
we do that and the wording the language
73:13
that i saw in these documents was
73:15
suggested to me it's that said it
73:18
explicitly the eng money was not waiting
73:20
part of this process right that's the
73:22
proposal yeah that's the proposal i
73:23
guess that was that came out of the
73:25
faculty senator out of it it has i want
73:27
pathway one I think that's the kind of
73:29
thing that would help to put the campus
73:31

at ease on this because if you start
73:32
saying what you're really going to do
73:34
because it's going to be five years
73:35
before president Ferguson starts
73:37
bringing in hundreds of millions because
73:39
if we're going to start shifting the eng
73:41
budget from one unit to the next this is
73:43
just going to cause you know this huge
73:45
turn while our parents
73:51
there's also the case of telling the
73:53
truth having that's that's I'm worried
73:55
I'm worried about not telling truth
73:57
right I i I'm worried about saying we do
73:59
one thing and actually no we are moving
74:01
ng money so that that's my concern other
74:07
thoughts speak against telling the truth
74:16
it's over to not pick up the newspaper
74:18
or turn on the news or I've been to
74:24
several economic presentations across
74:27
the state of Maine this year all kind of
74:31
pointing finger at education and the
74:33
critical importance of education and how
74:36
you know that we've got to get better
74:37
teachers out there and you know it if i
74:42
look at external demand and public /
74:45
sign of what needs to happen you did say
74:47
that maybe one of our least funded

74:49
colleges is maybe the most critical and
74:53
and i think that when you're start
74:54
looking at the criteria for how you're
74:56
going to evaluate these things
74:59
interdisciplinary connections ought to
75:01
be a criteria that might prioritize
75:04
something external demand you know might
75:07
be something that you would say is a
75:09
criteria because I mean I just don't
75:12
think at a research institution a land
75:14
grant this is prestigious is the
75:16
University of Maine that the College of
75:18
Education human development will
75:19
necessarily rise up high in those
75:21
priorities but if you look at the
75:22
external factors that say how
75:24
significantly important it is to Maine's
75:26
economy Maine's future it's hard to
75:29
ignore that it perhaps a is an important
75:33
investment to make this might put my
75:36
plugin for
75:38
tape well thank you all for coming we
75:42
went over the time and that maybe next
75:43
time I'll schedule more time for this I
75:45
really appreciate the conversation we're
75:46
going to have notes I think we kept the
75:48

tape pretty clean so we'll post that and
75:51
I please invite your colleagues and
75:53
Friends let's edit their suggestions so
75:54
thanks again okay

